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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE AFRICAN GROUP 

BY HE J.D. KOONJUL, PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF 

MAURITIUS TO THE UNITED NATIONS, ON AGENDA ITEM 136: 

REVISED ESTIMATES RELATING TO PEACE AND SECURITY 

REFORM, AT THE FIFTH COMMITTEE DURING THE SECOND 

PART OF THE RESUMED SEVENTY-SECOND SESSION OF THE 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

New York, 15 May 2018 
 

 

Thank you, Mr Chair. 

 

1. I have the honour to speak on behalf of the African Group on 

Agenda Item 136: Revised estimates relating to peace and security 

reform. The African Group would like to align itself with the statement 

delivered by the representative of the Arab Republic of Egypt on behalf 

of the Group of 77 and China.  

 

2. The Group thanks Under – Secretary General Maria Luiza Viotti, 

, Chef de Cabinet, and Mr Carlos Ruiz-Massieu, Chair of the Advisory 

Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, for 

introducing their respective reports. 
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3. The Group reaffirms its support for the Secretary-General's vision 

of reforming  the United Nations peace and security architecture. We 

welcome his commitment to re-shaping the ability of the Organization 

to better deliver on its mandates. The African Group welcomes his 

continued engagement with Member States and trusts that this will 

remain an inclusive and transparent process.  

 

4. As the majority of peacekeeping operations are in the African 

Continent, it is critical that any reforms must deliver of in accordance 

to the needs of African Member States and must support African efforts 

to address African challenges. In this regard, the African Group looks 

forward to discussing how these proposals can achieve the stated 

objectives, particularly in making the Organization more effective and 

efficient bearing in mind the realities and complex situations on the 

ground. 

 

Mr Chair, 

5. The Group has taken note of the Secretary-General’s proposal 

regarding the new divisions for Central & West Africa, Southern & the 

Great Lakes and Northern Africa and the Horn of Africa  which needs 
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to be analyzed in depth, taking in to account the possible workload that 

may undermine the implementation of mandates in the most effective 

and efficient manner. For example, more than 20 countries under one 

division might cause loss of focus and compromise the programme 

delivery. It is also necessary that the recommended structure seriously 

takes into account existing sub regional configurations in Africa. 

 

6. The Group appreciates the Secretary-General’s commitment to 

enhancing the UN’s partnership with the African Union and we believe 

this should be reflected in the restructuring exercise and  in the 

implementation of the pillar and should further strengthen cooperation 

between the UN and the AU across the peace continuum.  In terms of 

details of the reorganization of the peace and security architecture, the 

Group will seek clarity on how proposed changes to structures will 

affect African mandates across the peace continuum including through 

the restructuring of divisions, placement of mandates, as well as 

reporting lines, and accountability. The Group is interested in exploring 

the strengthening of the Peacebuilding Support Office as a vital pillar 

of sustaining peace. 
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7. The Group recalls resolution A/RES/72/199 and reiterates the need 

for a careful approach keeping the necessary balance in the peace and 

security reform, including resource implications in the adjustment 

process, and adequate human resources based on the principle of 

equitable geographical distribution, in particular for Africa.  

 

8. In conclusion, the Group reiterates that change must be properly 

managed and coordinated, and adequate risk mitigation measures put 

in place, to ensure that movements at Headquarters do not impact 

ongoing operations in the field. 

 

Mr Chair, 

 

9. Let me reassure you of the African Group's commitment to 

working with all stakeholders towards our common goal of a better 

United Nations. The Group will actively participate in discussions, and 

looks forward to engaging in a constructive and frank exchange to 

thoroughly consider the proposals before us. 

 

I thank you, Mr Chair. 


